PLICKERS QUIZ

- HTTPS://WWW.PLICKERS.COM/LIVEVIEW
SCIENCE FAIR & OTHER SCIENCE COMPETITIONS

• WHY SCIENCE FAIR? HTTPS://PREZI.COM/TXLT7VXTI8WW/WHY-SCIENCE-FAIR/

• ONCE UPON A SCIENCE FAIR PARENT CONVERSATION........
SHOULD SCIENCE FAIR BE REQUIRED?

How Much Turmoil Does the Science Project Cause Families?

Materials
- At least 1 kid
- At least 1 grudging parent
- Half-baked idea of very dubious merit
- Procrastination

Results
- 75% of kids cry
- 90% of parents yell
- Time sucked

Findings
- Everyone hates the Science Fair
- By Susan Messy
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS…

• SCIENCE FAIR WAIVERS

• OTHER COMPETITIONS:
  • SCIENCE OLYMPIAD, ENVIROTHON, STEM DAYS, PHYSICS OLYMPICS, WOMEN IN AVIATION, STEM COMPETITIONS, INTERNET SCIENCE FAIR, BRIGHTHOUSE, SOLAR OVEN ….

• SHOULD IT BE REQUIRED? IF SO WHO?
PROJECT IBIS 2015-2016

• PURPOSE OF PROJECT IBIS

• VIDEO:
DISCUSSION

• 2014-2015:
  • STUDENT FIELD STUDIES:
    • 1 - HONORS BIOLOGY
    • 3 - AP ENVIRONMENTAL AND AP BIOLOGY
  • TEACHER WORKSHOPS AND PLC’S
    • 4 - ALL BIOLOGY TEACHERS
    • 4 - MARINE SCIENCE TEACHERS
    • 4 - AP ENVIRONMENTAL AND AP BIOLOGY

• 2015-2016: DISCUSSION
SUMMER BIOLOGY JUMPSTART

• WHAT IS BIOLOGY JUMPSTART?
• WHO IS INVITED TO ATTEND?
• WHO SELCERTS TEACHERS?
• WHERE IS IT BEING TAUGHT?
• WHEN?
• CONTACT: LOUISE CHAPMAN:
VOLUSIA COUNTY SCIENCE TEAM